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The 21-year-old Austrian was left with an injury
worthy of a side of beef when his left eye was
poked out in the first half of his team’s 1-0 first-
leg defeat to Sassuolo. Danilo’s eye socket
appears to have shifted and is now pointing in an
entirely different direction from his head. The
free-kick specialist will now need surgical
intervention and is expected to miss the second
leg against his Serie A newcomers. But the
defender, who joined the Italian side on loan
from Milan last summer, is not the first Austrian
to have to deal with an injury so dramatic. In
2014, Sebastian Rode fell from his bicycle in
Innsbruck, injuring his head, and needed surgery
to have his temporal bone removed. Rode’s
injury forced him to miss the World Cup, where
the 28-year-old went on to win the Euro 2016
title with Austria. "There's not enough state
parks", a far left San Franciscan says, at a show I
see one night. He meant there are not enough
parks, but by that time he'd hooked into the
show theme, which is to say, a half dozen left
wing speakers and their audience basking in
their own victimhood. For a right wing speaker I



have to ask, "So, you think all rich people are
shitheads right?" For a left wing speaker, I'll say,
"Of course, you can't be rich if you're not a
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